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First observation of the decay B0s → D0φ is reported using pp collision data, corresponding to an inte-
grated luminosity of 1.0 fb−1, collected by the LHCb experiment at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The
significance of the signal is 6.5 standard deviations. The branching fraction is measured relative to that
of the decay B0s → D0K ∗0 to be
B(B0s → D0φ)
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)
= 0.069± 0.013 (stat) ± 0.007 (syst).
The first measurement of the ratio of branching fractions for the decays B0s → D0K ∗0 and B0 → D0K ∗0
is found to be
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)
B(B0 → D0K ∗0) = 7.8± 0.7 (stat) ± 0.3 (syst) ± 0.6 ( f s/ fd),
where the last uncertainty is due to the ratio of the B0s and B
0 fragmentation fractions.
© 2013 CERN. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Measurements of the decay1 B0s → D0φ are of particular in-
terest because they provide information that can be used to de-
termine the CKM angles γ ≡ arg[−VudV ∗ub/(VcdV ∗cb)] and βs ≡
arg[−VtsV ∗tb/(VcsV ∗cb)] without theoretical uncertainties [1]. Knowl-
edge of these CP-violating phases is crucial to search for new
sources of CP violation and unravel subtle effects of physics be-
yond the Standard Model, which may appear in flavour-changing
interactions. Their precise measurements are among the most im-
portant goals of flavour physics experiments.
To date, the angle γ is the least well-determined angle of the
Unitarity Triangle with an uncertainty of about 10◦ [2–4]. The cur-
rent precision is dominated by measurements of time-integrated
B+ → DK+ decay rates, where D indicates a superposition of D0
and D0 decays to a common final state. In these decays, sensitivity
to γ arises from direct CP violation in the interference between the
b → cu¯s and b → uc¯s tree-level amplitudes. As there are no loop
contributions to the decay amplitudes, no theoretical uncertainties
arise. The main limitation is due to the size of the data samples
collected by the experiments. To improve on the precision, it is im-
portant to perform additional measurements from other channels
with small theoretical uncertainties.
✩ © CERN for the benefit of the LHCb Collaboration.
1 The inclusion of charge conjugate processes is implied, unless otherwise stated.
The large production cross-section of B0s mesons in pp colli-
sions at the LHC opens new possibilities for measuring both γ
and βs . For example, the decay B0s → D±s K∓ is sensitive to γ +2βs
through measurements of time-dependent decay rates [5,6]; al-
though the determination of γ from this mode requires an inde-
pendent measurement of the mixing phase βs .
The decay B0s → D0φ, first proposed in 1991 by Gronau and
London for measuring γ [7], can also probe βs via measurements
of time-dependent decay rates. Nandi and London have shown [1]
that both γ and βs can be determined without theoretical uncer-
tainties and ambiguities, using the known sign of Γs , the decay-
width difference between the two B0s mass eigenstates [8].
An alternative method to measure γ using B0s → Dφ decays
was proposed in Refs. [9,10], where it was shown that γ can be
determined from time-integrated decay rates, in a similar way as
from B+ → DK+ decays, even if B0s → Dφ is not a self-tagged
decay mode. The only requirement for the determination is that
a sufficient number of different D final states are included in
the measurement. The time-integrated method does not require
flavour-tagging, and hence makes optimal use of the statistical
power of the large bb¯ production at LHC. An estimation of the sen-
sitivity with this method shows that the mode B0s → Dφ has the
potential to make a significant impact on the determination of γ
at LHCb [11].
The observation of the B0s → D0φ decay and the measure-
ment of its branching fraction, described in this Letter, are the
first steps towards a programme of CP violation studies with
this channel. The branching fraction is measured relative to the
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404 LHCb Collaboration / Physics Letters B 727 (2013) 403–411Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for the following decays: (a) B0s → D0φ; (b) B0s → D0φ; (c) B0 → D0K ∗0; and (d) B0s → D0K ∗0. The B0s → D0φ and B0s → D0φ decay amplitudes
interfere when D0 and D0 decay to the same final state.topologically similar decay B0s → D0K ∗0, that was previously ob-
served by LHCb [12]. In addition, the first measurement of the
branching fraction of the B0s → D0K ∗0 decay relative to the B0 →
D0K ∗0 decay is reported and used to improve on the knowledge
of the branching fraction of the B0s → D0K ∗0 decay. The Feynman
diagrams corresponding to the B0s → D0φ and B0s → D0φ decay
amplitudes are shown in Fig. 1. The Feynman diagrams for the
leading b → c amplitudes in B0s → D0K ∗0 and B0 → D0K ∗0 de-
cays are also shown in Fig. 1. Since only D0 → K−π+ decays
are considered in this study, all of the measured quantities for
the B0s → D0φ, B0s → D0K ∗0, and B0 → D0K ∗0 channels include
contributions from the B0s → D0φ, B0s → D0K ∗0, and B0 → D0K ∗0
modes, respectively, through the doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed decay
D0 → K+π− .
2. Event selection
The study reported here is based on pp collision data, corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.0 fb−1, collected by the
LHCb experiment at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. The LHCb
detector [13] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles
containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision
tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector sur-
rounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip de-
tector located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power
of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and
straw drift tubes placed downstream. The combined tracking sys-
tem provides a momentum (p) measurement with relative uncer-
tainty that varies from 0.4% at 5 GeV/c to 0.6% at 100 GeV/c, and
impact parameter (IP) resolution of 20 μm for tracks with large
transverse momentum (pT). Charged hadrons are identified using
two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors [14]. Photon, electron and
hadron candidates are identified by a calorimeter system consist-
ing of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromag-
netic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified
by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire
proportional chambers [15]. The trigger [16] consists of a hard-
ware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon
systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full event
reconstruction.
Simulated signal samples and data control channels are used
to optimise the selection criteria. In the simulation, pp collisions
are generated using Pythia 6.4 [17] with a specific LHCb config-
uration [18]. Decays of hadrons are described by EvtGen [19], in
which final state radiation is generated using Photos [20]. The
interaction of the generated particles with the detector and its re-
sponse are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [21] as described
in Ref. [22].
Selected events fulfill one of two hardware trigger require-
ments: either a particle from the signal decay deposits enough
energy in the calorimeter system, or one of the particles in the
event, not originating from the signal decay, fulfils any of the trig-
ger requirements (e.g., events triggered by one or more particles
coming from the decay of the other B meson in the pp → bb¯X
event). The software trigger requires a two-, three- or four-track
secondary vertex with a large scalar sum of the tracks pT and sig-
nificant displacement from the associated primary pp interaction
vertex (PV). At least one track should have pT > 1.7 GeV/c and a
value of χ2IP > 16, where χ
2
IP is defined as the difference between
the χ2 of the PV reconstructed with and without the considered
particle. A multivariate algorithm identifies secondary vertices con-
sistent with the decay of a b hadron.
Reconstructed tracks are selected with criteria on their p, pT,
track χ2 per degree of freedom, χ2IP and particle identification
(PID). Tracks identified as muons are discarded.
The D0 mesons are reconstructed in the decay mode D0 →
K−π+ . Particle identification criteria used to select the daughters
require the difference between the log-likelihoods of the kaon and
pion hypotheses (LLKπ ) to be larger than 0 for the kaon and
smaller than 4 for the pion. The D0 meson χ2IP is required to be
larger than 2 to separate mesons originating from a B decay and
those produced at the PV. In addition, for the D0K ∗0 (D0K ∗0) fi-
nal states, the charm meson flight distance with respect to the
B0
(s) vertex is required to be larger than 0 with a significance of
at least 2 standard deviations in order to suppress background
from B0(s) decays without an intermediate charm meson, such as
the mode B0 → K−π+K ∗0. There is no corresponding requirement
in the D0φ final state, since the charmless background is negligi-
ble. The D0 candidates with invariant mass within ±20 MeV/c2 of
the known mass [23] are retained.
The φ mesons are reconstructed in the mode φ → K+K− . The
pT of the kaon daughters is required to be larger than 350 MeV/c
and the LLKπ of both daughters to be larger than 3. Candidates
are retained if their invariant mass is within ±10 MeV/c2 of the
known φ mass [23].
The K ∗0 mesons are reconstructed in the mode K ∗0 → K+π− .
The pT of the kaon (pion) is required to be larger than
350 (250) MeV/c. In addition, to reduce the cross-feed from
B0 → D0ρ0 and B0 → D0K+K− decays, the LLKπ of the kaon
must be larger than 3 and that of the pion smaller than 3. Possible
background from protons in the kaon sample, for example from
the decay Λ0b → D0pπ− , is suppressed by selecting kaon candi-
dates with a difference between the log-likelihoods of proton and
kaon hypotheses, LLpK , smaller than 10. Candidate K ∗0 mesons
with invariant mass within ±50 MeV/c2 of the known mass [23]
are kept.
Neutral B meson candidates are formed from D0 and φ (or
K ∗0) candidates, which are fitted to a common vertex with the D0
constrained to its known mass. In order to reduce contributions
from non-resonant decays, B0(s) → D0K+K− , B0s → D0K−π+ , and
LHCb Collaboration / Physics Letters B 727 (2013) 403–411 405Fig. 2. Invariant mass distributions for (a) B0s → D0φ , and (b) B0 → D0K ∗0 or B0s → D0K ∗0 decays. Data points are shown in black, the total fitted PDF as solid black line,
and the components as detailed in the legends.B0 → D0K+π− [24,25], the absolute value of the cosine of the
vector-daughter helicity angle (cos θh) is required to be larger than
0.4. This angle is defined between the momentum direction of the
K+ daughter in the φ (K ∗0) frame, and the vector meson direc-
tion in the B rest frame. Backgrounds from B0(s) → D∓(s)h± (h =
π, K ) decays, are rejected by vetoing candidates with K+K−π+
(K−π+π+ and K+K−π+) invariant mass within ±15 MeV/c2 of
the D+s (D+) meson known mass [23].
A boosted decision tree (BDT) [26] suppresses the residual back-
ground. Nine variables are input to the BDT: the decay vertex χ2
of the reconstructed B0(s) and D
0 mesons; the χ2IP of the B
0
(s) , D
0,
φ (K ∗0) mesons, and of both the D0 daughters; and the pT of the
D0 and φ (K ∗0) mesons. The BDT is optimised and tested using
simulated signal events and events outside of the D0 mass sig-
nal region for background. Events with BDT response larger than
0.2 are retained, resulting in a rejection of 74% of the background,
while retaining 84% of the signal. The working point maximises
Ns/
√
Ns + Nb . Here, Ns is the expected B0s → D0φ signal yield,
computed using simulated events and assuming that the branch-
ing fraction is equal to that of the B0 → D0K ∗0 decay (as expected
under SU(3) flavour symmetry), and Nb is the background yield es-
timated using data events in the sidebands outside the B0s → D0φ
signal region (±50 MeV/c2 around the B0s known mass [23]). No
multiple candidates are found for the D0φ final state. The fraction
of events with more than one candidate is 0.6% in the D0K ∗0 or
D0K ∗0 invariant mass range of 5150–5600 MeV/c2, and the candi-
date retained is chosen randomly.
3. Signal yield
Signal yields are determined with an unbinned maximum like-
lihood fit to the D0φ and the sum of the D0K ∗0 and D0K ∗0 invari-
ant mass (M) distributions in the range 5150 < M < 5600 MeV/c2.
The two samples are fitted simultaneously with a sum of prob-
ability density functions (PDFs) modelling signal and background
contributions.
The B0s and B
0 signals are described by a modified Gaussian
distribution of the form
f (M;μ,σ ,αL,αR) ∝ exp
( −(M − μ)2
2σ 2 + αL,R(M − μ)2
)
, (1)
where μ is the peak position, σ the width, and αL (M < μ) and
αR (M > μ) parameterise the tails. The width and the tail param-
eters depend on the final state, but are common to the B0s and
B0 decays. The B0 peak position and width are left free to vary
in the fit with the difference between B0s and B
0 peak positions
fixed to the current world-average value [23]. The tail parame-
ters are fixed to values determined from simulated events and
are considered among the sources of systematic uncertainty. The
recently observed decay B0 → D0K+K− [24] is expected to con-
tribute to the D0φ distribution and is modelled with the same
modified Gaussian distribution, but with different peak position,
as that used to describe the B0s → D0φ decay.
Background from the B0 → D0ρ0 decay in the D0K ∗0 (or
D0K ∗0) final state can arise from misidentification of one of the
pions from the ρ0 → π+π− decay as a kaon. The shape of
this cross-feed contribution is modelled with a Crystal Ball func-
tion [27] determined from simulated events. This background com-
ponent is absent in the B0s → D0φ mode, since the probability that
both pions are misidentified as kaons and that their invariant mass
is inside the narrow φ mass window is negligible. For similar rea-
sons, the cross-feed between B0 → D0K ∗0 and B0s → D0φ decays
is negligible.
The decay B0s → D∗0K ∗0, where a π0 or photon from the D∗0
decay is not reconstructed, constitutes the main background con-
tribution to the D0K ∗0 final state below the B0 mass. Similarly,
the decay B0s → D∗0φ is expected to contribute to the low-mass
background in the D0φ final state. These decays of a pseudoscalar
to two vector mesons are modelled by a non-parametric PDF [28]
determined from simulation. The mass shape depends on the un-
known fraction of longitudinal polarisation, which is assumed to
be identical for the two modes and is treated as an additional free
parameter in the fit.
The remaining combinatorial background is described by a lin-
ear function, with a common slope for the two considered final
states, left free to vary in the fit.
Signal yield ratios are directly determined in the fit to take
into account statistical correlations in the measurement of ratios of
branching fractions. In total, there are 13 free parameters in the fit,
including the background yields of the different components and
the overall normalisation. The invariant mass distributions with
the resulting fits are shown in Fig. 2.
The helicity angle distribution of the φ candidates for the B0s
and B0 signal is investigated. The sPlot [29] technique is adopted
to assign a weight to the events and determine the signal compo-
nents, using the D0φ invariant mass as the discriminating variable.
For this purpose, the requirement on cos θh > 0.4 has been lifted
prior to the computation of the signal weights. The data distri-
butions of cos θh , shown in Fig. 3, are compared to the expected
distribution of B0s → D0φ decays from simulation. The distribu-
tion observed for the B0 → D0K+K− decay candidates is consis-
tent with the expectation that this decay is not dominated by a
pseudoscalar-vector quasi-two-body final state.
The signal yield ratios are corrected for two residual back-
grounds that peak at the mass of the B0s or B
0 meson and are
distributed as the signal. The first of the two backgrounds is the
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the cosine of the helicity angle of the φ candidates.
Table 1
Uncorrected signal yields and the peaking (charmless, S-wave) background yields.
Channel Signal Charmless background S-wave background
B0s → D0φ 43± 8 0± 2 2± 3
B0s → D0K ∗0 535± 30 4± 3 24± 7
B0 → D0K ∗0 260± 24 4± 3 13± 6
charmless background due to the decays B0s → K+π−K ∗0 and
B0 → K+π−K ∗0 proceeding without the presence of an interme-
diate D0 meson. There is no evidence of such background in the
Bs → D0φ channel. A large fraction of the charmless background
in the D0K ∗0 final state is rejected with the requirement of a
minimal D0 flight distance introduced in Section 2. The remain-
ing charmless background is evaluated using candidates from the
D0 sidebands. The B yields in the D0 sidebands above a linear
background are extrapolated to the D0 signal region and used to
correct the signal. The uncorrected signal yields and the back-
ground contributions are given in Table 1. The other source of
peaking background is due to higher mass resonances and non-
resonant B0s → D0K+K− , B0s → D0K−π+ , and B0 → D0K+π−
decays that fall in the B0s → D0φ, B0s → D0K ∗0, and B0 → D0K ∗0
signal regions, respectively. This contribution is evaluated with fits
to the φ and K ∗0 background-subtracted mass distributions in
a wider range than the signal window. The background subtrac-
tion is performed using the sPlot technique, with the D0φ and
D0K ∗0 (or D0K ∗0) mass as discriminating variables. A linear PDF
describes the S-wave background in the D0φ final state. A spin-
one Breit–Wigner distribution convolved with a Gaussian resolu-
tion function describes the signal, and an S-wave PDF the non-
resonant background. The S-wave component in the B0 → D0K ∗0
and B0s → D0K ∗0 channels takes into account non-resonant and
K ∗0(1430) resonance contributions and uses experimental input
from the LASS experiment [30]. It is approximately linear in the
region of interest, ±200 MeV/c2 around the K ∗0 nominal mass.
Potential interference effects between the S-wave and the P-wave
components are covered by the assigned systematic uncertainty.
The φ and K ∗0 mass distributions are shown in Fig. 4. The back-
ground yields, after extrapolation to the K ∗0 and φ signal mass
windows, are listed in Table 1.
A likelihood ratio test is employed to assess the statisti-
cal significance of the B0s → D0φ signal, which is given by√
2 ln(Ls+b/Lb) and found to be 7.1 standard deviations. Here
Ls+b and Lb are the maximum values of the likelihoods for the
signal-plus-background and background-only hypotheses, respec-
tively.
The ratios of branching fractions are evaluated from the uncor-
rected signal yields, N , and the sum of the charmless and non-
resonant background yields, Nbkg, as
Rφ ≡ B(B
0
s → D0φ)
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)
= NB0s→D0φ
NB0s→D0K ∗0
·
(
1− N
bkg
Bs→D0φ
N
B0s →D0φ
)
(
1−
Nbkg
B0s →D0K∗0
N
B0s →D0K∗0
) ·
B0s →D0K ∗0
B0s →D0φ
· B(K
∗0 → K+π−)
B(φ → K+K−) , (2)
and
RK ∗0 ≡
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)
B(B0 → D0K ∗0)
= NB0s→D0K ∗0
NB0→D0K ∗0
·
(
1−
Nbkg
B0s →D0K∗0
N
B0s →D0K∗0
)
(
1− N
bkg
B0→D0K∗0
NB0→D0K∗0
)
· B0→D0K ∗0
B0s →D0K ∗0
·
(
f s
fd
)−1
, (3)
where the ratio of the B0s and B
0 fragmentation fractions is
f s/ fd = 0.256 ± 0.020 [31], the value of the φ → K+K− branch-
ing fraction is 0.489±0.005 [23], and B(K ∗0 → K+π−) = 2/3. The
total efficiencies,  , account for the geometrical acceptance of the
detector, the reconstruction, the event selection, the PID, and the
trigger efficiencies. All efficiencies are computed from simulated
events, except for the PID and hardware trigger efficiencies, which
are obtained from data, using a high-purity calibration sample of
D∗+ → D0(→ K−π+)π+ decays. The resulting ratios of branching
fractions are Rφ = 0.069± 0.013 and RK ∗0 = 7.8± 0.7, where the
uncertainties are statistical only.
4. Systematic uncertainties
Several sources of systematic uncertainties are considered.
Those associated to the trigger and PID selection affect only
Rφ and are mainly due to systematic uncertainties in the cal-
ibration procedure. The ratios of the efficiencies of the decays
B0s → D0φ and B0s → D0K ∗0 for the trigger and PID are found
to be 0.97 ± 0.05 and 1.08 ± 0.03, respectively, where the errors
are propagated as systematic uncertainties to Rφ .
Similarly, the uncertainty on the efficiencies of the charm me-
son flight distance selection affects only Rφ , where different cri-
teria are chosen for the B0s → D0φ and B0s → D0K ∗0 modes. The
ratio of the corresponding efficiencies is found to be 1.27 ± 0.03,
where the uncertainty includes a contribution from the difference
between data and simulation. In order to estimate the efficiency
in data, the fit to the invariant mass of the B candidates is per-
formed to data samples selected with all criteria except that on
the flight distance. For this sample, the charmless background con-
tribution is estimated using events in the upper D mass sideband
and subtracted from the signal yields.
The ratio of the efficiencies for the decays B0s → D0φ and B0s →
D0K ∗0 of the remaining selection criteria is found to be 1.21 ±
0.03, where the deviation from unity is mainly due to the different
widths and mass windows for the φ and K ∗0 resonances. The ratio
of the efficiencies for the decays B0s → D0K ∗0 and B0 → D0K ∗0
is found from simulation to be 1.04 ± 0.01. The uncertainties on
these efficiencies are propagated as systematic uncertainties due
to the selection.
The fit procedure is validated using simulated pseudo-experi-
ments. The fit bias, relative to the fitted ratio, is evaluated to be
LHCb Collaboration / Physics Letters B 727 (2013) 403–411 407Fig. 4. Background-subtracted distributions of the reconstructed (left) φ mass from the B0s → D0φ decay and (right) K ∗0 mass from the B0s → D0K ∗0 decay. The dashed red
line represents the S-wave component, the solid blue line the total fit result.Table 2
Absolute systematic uncertainties of the measured ratio of branching fractions. The
total is obtained as sum in quadrature of the different contributions.
Source Rφ RK ∗0
Trigger 0.003 –
PID 0.002 –
Flight distance 0.002 –
Selection 0.002 –
Simulation statistics 0.001 0.10
Fit bias 0.001 0.03
Signal model 0.001 0.04
Background model 0.001 0.01
Charmless correction 0.003 0.10
Non-resonant correction 0.004 0.22
φ branching fraction 0.001 –
Total 0.007 0.26
1.4% for Rφ and 0.2% for RK ∗0 and is assigned as systematic un-
certainty. The signal model uncertainty is evaluated by varying the
fixed signal parameters by 10%, which is about three times the dif-
ference between data and simulation, as determined by a fit where
those parameters are free to vary. The background shape uncer-
tainty is determined from the bias in the results obtained by fitting
samples generated with an alternative (exponential) combinatorial
background model.
The uncertainties on the charmless background yields given in
Table 1 are assumed to be uncorrelated and are propagated to as-
sign the associated systematic uncertainty. Similarly, the statistical
uncertainties on the S-wave background yields are propagated to
Rφ and RK ∗0 to assign respective systematic uncertainties due to
the non-resonant correction.
A summary of the systematic uncertainties is given in Table 2.
The uncertainty on the fragmentation fraction f s/ fd , which is the
dominant systematic uncertainty for RK ∗0 , is not included, and is
listed separately.
5. Results and conclusions
The significance of the B0s → D0φ signal, including systematic
uncertainties, is obtained by scaling the statistical significance with
the ratio of the statistical to the total (statistical and systematic)
uncertainty on the signal yield. It is found to be 6.5 standard devi-
ations. This decay is therefore observed for the first time.
The ratios of branching fractions are found to be
Rφ = 0.069± 0.013 (stat) ± 0.007 (syst),
RK ∗0 = 7.8± 0.7 (stat) ± 0.3 (syst) ± 0.6 ( f s/ fd).
From RK ∗0 and the value of the B0 → D0K ∗0 branching fraction
from Ref. [23], the B0s → D0K ∗0 branching fraction is calculated to
be
B(B0s → D0K ∗0)= [3.3± 0.3 (stat) ± 0.1 (syst) ± 0.3 ( f s/ fd)
± 0.5 (B(B0 → D0K ∗0))]× 10−4.
This result is consistent with and improves on the previous de-
termination by LHCb [12], which is based on an independent data
sample. Using the above results for Rφ , RK ∗0 and the B0 → D0K ∗0
branching fraction, the branching fraction for B0s → D0φ is calcu-
lated to be
B(B0s → D0φ)= [2.3± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.2 (syst) ± 0.2 ( f s/ fd)
± 0.3 (B(B0 → D0K ∗0))]× 10−5,
which takes into account the correlation in the statistical uncer-
tainties between Rφ and RK ∗0 of −13.6%. The correlation between
the corresponding systematic uncertainties is negligible. The cen-
tral value is about a factor two smaller than the branching frac-
tion for the B0 → D0K ∗0 decay and supports the observation of
SU(3) breaking effects in other colour suppressed B0(s) → D0V de-
cays [12], where V is a vector meson. With larger data samples,
the B0s → D0φ decay will contribute to the measurements of the
CP violating phases γ and βs .
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